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TROIS AUTEURS D’HISTOIRE: 
NELSON MAKENGO, GEORGES SENGA, PAMELA TULIZO

Text by Angelica Litta Modignani 

Our protagonists are auteurs d’Histoire - authors of  history - with a certain polyvalence of  
meaning. They are indeed writers of  contemporaneity representing fundamental aspects 
of  it with the vigilant and hypersensitive eye of  the artist, but they are also narrators of  
their own individual history and of  the uniqueness of  the places where such history has 
taken all its steps up to present days. 

By means of  a process of  proximity and immersion with and in the reality that surrounds 
them, they are the narrators of  the stories of  many others, encountered along their way; 
unwritten stories that propagate orally in the streets of  Congo, thinning year after year 
in the wireless telephone of  memory. Stories taking place in the dark, in the secrecy of  a 
mine or a banlieue without electricity, written with the luminous imprint of  photography.

)T\PW]OP� \PMa� ][M� \PM� [IUM�UMLQ]U� LQٺMZMV\Ta� �� 8IUMTI�<]TQbW� Q[� I� ÅK\QWVIT� XPW\W-
grapher, Nelson Makengo a video-maker and photographer, Georges Senga an archivist 
of  photography - all three are conceiver of  messages that are socio-politically involved 
with many layers of  meanings and readings, which they nevertheless represent with the 
same acute subtlety. Representations of  complex realities that they begin with studying 
QV�OZMI\�LM\IQT��_Q\P�\PM�\MKPVQY]M�LMÅVML�Ja�\PM�IZ\Q[\�2MIV�3I\IUJIaQ�5]SMVLQ�I[�IV�
«algorithmic approach to socio-proximity», and later on recount to their deepest pains 
with the simplicity of  the lyrical formal solutions of  poetry.

This exhibition is a triumvirate��_ZQ\M[�3I\IUJIaQ��QV�_PQKP�®\PZMM�TMV[M[�ITQOVML�QV�[XIKM�
and time like constellations or stars present us with the energetic beams of  life stories, inte-
racting with the sensibilities that surround them, through the channel of  contemplation».

<PM�ÅZ[\�TQNM�[\WZa�QV�\PM�M`PQJQ\QWV�Q[�LMLQKI\ML�\W�\PM�QV\QUIKa�JMPQVL�\PM�TWVO�UWWVTQ\�
VQOP\[� \PI\� NWTTW_�WVM�IVW\PMZ� QV� \PM�IJ[MVKM�WN �MTMK\ZQKQ\a� QV� \PM�KIXQ\IT�WN �3QV[PI[I��
Nelson Makengo, in his award-winning video-documentary Up at Night (2019) stepped 
into the darkness of  these nights, to knock on people’s doors and ask permission to capture 
their everyday lives, barely illuminated by the cold-bluish lights of  LED torches. Maken-
go captures the authenticity of  these nightlife scenes in a work that wonders on how to 
OQ^M�^WQKM�\W�I�ÆMM\QVO�_WZL�IVL�I�NIKM�QV�[MUQ�LIZSVM[[��QV�I�[aVKPZWVQKQ\a�WN �[W]VL�IVL�
visual narration that is both linear and disconnected, realistic and fantastic. A synchrony 
between the incessant noise of  old power-generators and the images of  children’s faces 
illuminated by the glow of  small sun-shaped torches. 

The video’s tripartite format is inspired by the aesthetics of  the imposing hydroelectric 
dams’ control station Inga I and II on the Congo River - visited by the artist during the 
research phase - whose electricity production is mainly destined to neighbouring coun-
\ZQM[��QV[\MIL�WN �[]XXTaQVO�\PM�XWX]TI\QWV��_PQKP�JMVMÅ\[�TM[[�\PIV�!�WN �Q\��<PM�XWTQ\QKIT�
question is therefore at the very heart of  the work. Up at Night was made to coincide with 
\PM�ÅZ[\�LMUWKZI\QK�MTMK\QWV[�QV�\PM�PQ[\WZa�WN �\PM�,MUWKZI\QK�:MX]JTQK�WN �+WVOW��IVL�Q\[�
title is inspired by the French social protest movement Nuit debout, which the artist came 
IKZW[[�L]ZQVO�PQ[�[\Ia�QV�8IZQ[�QV������

The video is accompanied by a sculptural installation, which recreates the small street 
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corner of  a street vendor selling old portable chargers with LED lights, a technology that 
PI[�NITTMV�QV\W�LQ[][M�QV�U]KP�WN �\PM�_WZTL��2]`\IXW[ML�\W�\PM�^QLMW¼[�LIZSVM[[�Q[�\PM�KWV-
tagious brightness of  the rainbow-coloured parasol under which we can easily picture the 
night-time commercial activity taking place. 

Makengo’s work goes beyond the objective sorrow behind the story narrated, translating it 
QV\W�I�XWM\QK�TIVO]IOM�\PI\�OTWZQÅM[�\PM�MٺWZ\[��[IKZQÅKM[�IVL�LQٻK]T\QM[�WN �\PM�UIVa�TQ^M[�
awaken in the night, to celebrate their human dignity and instil them hope. It is a hymn 
to resistance in a nocturnal plot, to the fearless struggle against darkness, or even better, as 
Makengo himself  writes: «to self-enlightenment... at any cost».

The theme of  personal resistance is also central to the series of  unpublished photographs 
Enfer Paradisiaque��������Ja�8IUMTI�<]TQbW��_QVVMZ�WN �TI[\�aMIZ¼[�,QWZ�8PW\WOZIXPa���>Q-
sual Arts Award. The endless subject that animates all of  the photographer’s projects is 
_WUMV��QV�XIZ\QK]TIZ�\PM�_WUMV�WN �PMZ�VI\Q^M�ZMOQWV�3Q^]��\W�_PWU�[PM�LMLQKI\M[�MIKP�
shot in a long eulogy to Congolese femininity.

1V�\PM�[\IOQVO�WN �<]TQbW¼[�QVNMZVIT�XIZILQ[M��\PM�JIKSOZW]VL[�\W�PMZ�U][M�IZM�\PM�XTIKM[�
WN � \PM�IZ\Q[\¼[� KPQTLPWWL��JM\_MMV� \PM� [\ZMM\�_PMZM� [PM�OZM_�]X�� \PM�UIZSM\�� \PM�3Q^]�
4ISM� \PI\� ÆIVS[� Q\� IVL� \PM� ^WTKIVQK� ZWKS� KPIZIK\MZQ[\QK� WN � \PM� IZMI��<PQ[� Q[�_PMZM� \PM�
artist returns, to portray her conception of  the woman of  Goma, constantly divided in a 
dichotomy, in a game of  oppositions between the desire for beauty and the economy of  
[]Z^Q^IT��JM\_MMV�\PM�+WVOW�[MMV�I[�I�XIZILQ[M�WN �VI\]ZIT�ZM[W]ZKM[�IVL�I[�I�¹ZMLº�bWVM�
at high risk, between her own sense of  self  and the role of  “African woman” attributed to 
her by globalised society. 

This woman walks the catwalk for us posing as a real model, with attention to every de-
tail, from nail polish to make-up, referring to the luxurious aesthetics of  Western haute 
couture, but distorting its meaning through the ironic composition of  the clothes that 
are co-protagonists in these visions. Enfer Paradisiaque is a parade of  hyperscenographic 
clothes made from basic necessities that tell the story of  the population’s challenge to meet 
daily needs: food, water and electricity. Beans, corn, charcoal, matches, electrical sockets, 
cassava leaves and water tanks become the shimmering lustre of  the almost ostentatious 
MTMOIVKM�WN �\PQ[�ÅO]ZM�WV�[PW_�

<W�XZWL]KM�\PM[M�^MZa�MTIJWZI\M�XPW\WOZIXP[��<]TQbW�ZMTQM[�WV�I�\MIU�WN �aW]VO�UISM�]X�
artists, set designers and local stylists who work alongside her to help her build the image 
[PM�PI[�MV^Q[QWVML��<PM�IZ\Q[\�KWV[QLMZ[�PMZ�ÅZ[\�I]LQMVKM�\W�JM�\PM�XMWXTM�WV�\PM�[\ZMM\[��
_PMZM�[PM�_WZS[�MV�XTMQVM�IQZ��_PWU��XI[[QVO�Ja��WٺMZ�I�^IT]IJTM�ÅZ[\�NMMLJIKS��

<]TQbW¼[�LMÅIV\�OIbM��M`XZM[[QVO�\PM�KW]ZIOM��LM\MZUQVI\QWV�IVL�XZQLM�QV�\PM�[\Z]OOTM�NWZ�I�
better future, questions and denounces the simplistic way in which Congolese women are 
often portrayed by international press as mere victims, focusing instead on their beauty 
IVL�I[XQZI\QWV[��1V�I�ZMKMV\�QV\MZ^QM_��<]TQbW�[IQL"�®1�_IV\�\W�\ITS�IJW]\�\PM�[\ZMVO\P�IVL�
power of  the Congolese woman, I want to portray her even more beautiful than in my 
memory».

?PQTM�<]TQbW�ZMNMZ[� \W�PMZ�W_V�XMZ[WVIT�UMUWZa��/MWZOM[�;MVOI¼[�ZM[MIZKP�LMIT[�_Q\P�
the notion of  memory in the historical-collective sense of  the term. Like an archaeologist 
of  photography, or an archivist of  imaginary, Senga questions the memory of  civilisation 
manifested in the spaces and objects, by investigating these latter as: «objects that are at 
the same time the assemblage of  an archive, witness to ageing and survival».

The photographic work exhibited, as for all of  Senga’s projects, carves out a segment of  
Congo’s history that has contributed to the construction of  the country’s identity and so-
cio-cultural heritage, in order to analyse it under a microscope and question our contem-
porary reading of  the ever-changing image of  history. In this case, Le Vide (2019) focuses 
on the history of  the mining and commercial exploitation of  natural resources in Congo 
IVL� \PM� IJ][M� WN � TIJW]Z�� ;MVOI� LM[KMVL[� QV\W� \PM� ]VLMZ_WZTL� WN �3QX][PQ�� 4QSI[Q� IVL�
3WT_MbQ��NWZUMZTa�=VQWV�5QVQvZM�L]�0I]\�3I\IVOI��_PQKP�JMKIUM�\PM�OQIV\�/uKIUQVM[�
QV��!����\W��QV�PQ[�W_V�_WZL["�®XPW\WOZIXP�\PM�PIVL[�WN �\PM�LQOOMZ[�IVL�ÅVL�I�_Ia�\W�
LMÅVM�\PQ[�[\WZa¯��<PMZM�IZM�UIVa�LQٺMZMV\�PIVL[�\PI\�PI^M�_WZSML�\PM�M`\ZIK\ML�UI\M-
ZQIT�QV�LQٺMZMV\�_Ia[�\PZW]OPW]\�\PM�KW]V\Za¼[�PQ[\WZa���3QVOLWU�WN �+WVOW��+WVOW�.ZMM�
State, Belgian Congo and today’s DRC - according to the various methods and processes 
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of  transformation. In his mosaic of  hands, Senga seeks to represent all of  them and in 
order to capture the intensity of  the subject without being intrusive, he photographs only 
the wrinkled and tired backs of  their hands, safeguarding their hidden intimacy folded in 
their palms.

The triptych Le Vide also depicts the workers’ daily lives, portraying the remains left on 
the ground by their passage, such as cigarette butts, cans, empty batteries burnt out in the 
sun. While it is on the power of  these Chinese batteries that miners survive in the dark 
IVL�IZM�MV\MZ\IQVML�Ja�\PM�[W]VL�WN �XWZ\IJTM�ZILQW[��\PM�ZM[ITM�WN �KWJIT\�JMVMÅ\[�NWZ�\PM�
vast majority the Chinese market under the pretext of  producing paradoxically “better 
quality” batteries.

The third and last part of  the triptych represents the working tools, which mostly remain 
underground due to the long vertical descent to the excavated area (about 45 minutes) 
and the very high temperatures. This is why, for these shots, Senga had to convince some 
of  the miners to bring their tools to the surface. At all hours of  the day on the coppery 
ground, Senga photographs the emptiness - le vide - that remains behind each of  these 
lives deprived of  an asset, a resource, with no prospect of  a future.

Our protagonists are auteurs d’Histoire, by narrating these multiple stories and by being the 
authors of  Congo’s contemporaneity. In a lyrical interweaving of  politics and poetry, so-
KQIT�KWUUMV\IZa�IVL�IZ\Q[\QK�ÅK\QWV��5ISMVOW��<]TQbW�IVL�;MVOI�LM[KZQJM�_Q\P�[MV[Q\Q^Q\a�
and accuracy the lives of  others and their own, following the socio-proximity method, 
which allows them to get as close as possible to these stories of  survival, to write and de-
scribe through the medium of  light and with hope.
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TROIS AUTEURS D’HISTOIRE: 
NELSON MAKENGO, GEORGES SENGA, PAMELA TULIZO

Text by Jean Katambayi Mukendi

The current working context is a great turning point that displays living globally in an 
intersection of  multicultural and ecological tumult. Natural responses to certain natural 
KWVKMZV[�VW� TWVOMZ� [MMU�[]ٻKQMV\� \W�]VLMZ[\IVL� \PM�_WZTL� \W�KWUM��:MKWVÅO]ZI\QWV��
ZMQVQ\QITQbI\QWV�IVL�Y]M[\QWVQVO�JMKWUM�UWLM[�WN �WXMZI\QWV��<PM�XW_MZ�WN �ÅK\QWV�M^MV�
allows us to see the future through lenses that go beyond the linear and the perspective, in 
order to capture the curves and the gradients. Our recent reference is to colonisation. A 
colonisation that began with North-North relations before switching exclusively, or almost 
exclusively, to North-South directions, generating to this day great theories that evoke the 
¹8W[\�+WTWVQ[I\QWVº��I�XW[\�QV�\PM�\QUMTQVM�QV�_PQKP�\PM�VW\QWV[�WN �KWTTIJWZI\QWV��ZMIX-
propriation, civilisation, culture, future and many other sciences are constantly revisited.

Traditional cultural manifestations that were very articulated have given way to standard 
organisations to allow, among other things, permanent communication and exchange based 
on economic and development theories. From oral tradition to written tradition, the novel 
question of  locating the author of  the history of  a population becomes recurrent. For it is 
an almost popular assumption that the author of  the history of  a nation holds the keys to 
that population. What is important is the score that maintains the integral. “If  one speaks, 
the other listens and vice versa”, the illustrations of  the score are multiple in order to align 
with the natural aesthetic.

This time, it is a matter of  three objectives aligned in space and time in the image of  con-
stellations or stars, to present us with the energetic beams of  the life stories in such a way 
as to react with the sensibilities of  the environment through the channel of  contemplation. 
3QV[PI[I��4]J]UJI[PQ��/WUI��<PZMM�KQ\QM[�\PI\�IZM�_MTT�SVW_V�QV�\PM�XWTQ\QKIT�IVL�K]T\]ZIT�
life of  the Democratic Republic of  Congo. 

3QV[PI[I��\PM�KIXQ\IT��Q[�I�KQ\a�WN �J]ZMI]KZIKQM[�TWKI\ML�QV�\PM�_M[\�WN �\PM�KW]V\Za��+WTWVQ-
[I\QWV�_IV\ML�\W�KWVKMV\ZI\M�\PM�WٻKQIT�ZMXZM[MV\I\QWV[�\PMZM��_PQKP�TML�\W�I�XZWVW]VKML�
centralisation that made the administration cumbersome, particularly due to the lack of  
\ZIٻK�IVL�KWUU]VQKI\QWV�ZW]\M[�QV�OMVMZIT��_PMZMI[�UW[\�WN �\PM�UI\MZQIT�IVL�QV\MTTMK\]IT�
XZWL]K\QWV�KIUM�NZWU�\PM�QV\MZQWZ�WN �\PM�KW]V\Za��<P][��\PM�LM[\QVa�WN �3QV[PI[I��\PM�PW\�
city, has placed it on the appropriation of  “Rumba” music and the style of  dress known as 
“Sape”: both of  which are icons of  the city, so much so that a group of  researchers is trying 
to put together a dossier to have “Rumba” registered as part of  the international heritage. 

Lubumbashi is the capital of  copper. Not only because of  the copper veins that surround it 
as far as Zambia, but also because of  the deposits of  various mineral ores that have fed and 
IZM�NMMLQVO�\PM�QVL][\ZQM[�WN �OZMI\�XW_MZ[�\PZW]OP�\PM�TIJMT�WN �\PM�/uVuZITM�LM�+IZZQvZM[�
M\�LM�5QVM[��/uKIUQVM[�;)���)VL�\PM�ZMITQ\a�\WLIa�Q[�\PI\�\PM�_PWTM�_WZTL�Q[�WVM�JQO�XWWT�
of  mineral mutations, some of  which are richer in grade compared to others. This is how 
lithium, which is the ore of  the batteries of  the future, can be observed in the territory of  
Manono, north of  Lubumbashi, but also in a town lost somewhere in France. After the 
LZa�O]Q\IZ�IVL�UMTIVKPWTa�WN �¹5I[MVOWº�Ja�2MIV�*W[KW�5_MVLI�_I�JIaMSM��VW\M"��!���
�!!��PM�_I[�I�XQWVMMZ�WN �+WVOWTM[M�IKW][\QK�ÅVOMZ[\aTM�IVL�O]Q\IZ��IVL�[WUM�XZMK]Z[WZ[��
Lubumbashi starts to make its own musical style by mixing together southern and western 
[W]VL[�ITWVO�_Q\P�\PW[M�NZWU�3QV[PI[I��1V�W\PMZ�_WZL[��4]J]UJI[PQ��\PM�MKWVWUQK�KQ\a��PI[�
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always remained, from a pedagogical point of  view, a culture of  production and knowledge.

Goma is a border town on the east coast of  Africa, into which it sometimes pours its identity, 
a town that values the agro-pastoral industry and highlights the work of  rural women. Congo 
was even said to be losing cultural control over the city of  Goma at times, as it displayed its 
I]\WVWUa�IVL�WٺMZML�Q\[�W_V�XZWKM[[QVO�XZWL]K\[�\W�4]J]UJI[PQ�IVL�3QV[PI[I�

The common denominator of  these cities is therefore Congo, with its monstrous admi-
nistration weighed down by multiple listed and uncontrolled national and international 
actors. A stationary precariousness that has given food for thought to artists who will always 
ÅVL�M`XZM[[QWV�QV�\PM�UIRM[\a�WN �VI\]ZM��-TMK\ZQKQ\a��_I\MZ��IZ\Q[IVIT�UQVQVO��KPQTL�TIJW]Z��
TIVL�LQ[X]\M[��IZUML�KWVÆQK\��XZWL]K\�\ZIKMIJQTQ\a��KQ^QT�[MZ^QKM���\PM�TQ[\�Q[�VW\�M`PI][\Q^M�

1\�Q[�QV�\PQ[�KWV\M`\�\PI\�6MT[WV��/MWZOM[�IVL�8IUMTI�M^WT^ML�[MXIZI\MTa�JMNWZM�NI\M�ITQOVML�
\PMU�WV�\PQ[�\ZQ]U^QZI\M�[PW_��<PM�XPW\WOZIXPMZ[�5ISMVOW��;MVOI�IVL�<]TQbW�[KZ]\QVQ[M�
society through algorithmic approaches that are declined respectively in social proximity, 
QV�\MUXWZIT�QV^M[\QOI\QWV�IVL�QV�ÅK\QWV�OMVLMZ��)XXZWIKPM[�\PI\�LW�VW\�NIQT�\W�UW^M�\PM�
objectives for a better outcome.
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ARTISTS BIOGRAPHIES

Nelson Makengo
*WZV�QV��!!���6MT[WV�5ISMVOW�TQ^M[�IVL�_WZS[�QV�3QV[PI[I��0M�Q[�I�+WVOWTM[M�LQZMK\WZ��
visual artist and producer whose work oscillates between contemporary art and cinema. 
Makengo participated in the 2020 Berlinale Talents and was a jury member at the 2020 
International Documentary Film Festival of  Amsterdam. Up at Night 2019, his sixth short 
ÅTU�PI[�_WV�[M^MZIT�I_IZL[��QVKT]LQVO�;PWZ\�LWK]UMV\IZa�1,.)����!��-V\MZML�NWZ�\PM�
�����7[KIZ[���)_IZL�,uZQ^M[�.1..��6IU]Z�������)_IZL�.QLILWK�������*M[\�LWK]UMV\IZa�
5QZILI[LWK������IVL�PI[�JMMV�[KZMMVML�I\�UWZM�\PIV�ÅN\a�XZM[\QOQW][�QV\MZVI\QWVIT�NM[\Q^IT[�
and contemporary art institution, including Sundance, Full Frame Documentary, True/ 
.IT[M�.QTU�.M[\��+QVuUI�L]�ZuMT��4WVLWV�;PWZ\�.QTU�.M[\Q^IT��-VKWV\ZW�,M�+QVMUI�6MOZW��
BWbQUW�*]TJ]T���*Zu[QT��?1-4;�)Z\�+MV\MZ��/ITuZQM�1UIVM�.IZM[��+Q\u�LM�T¼)ZKPQ\MK\]ZM�M\�
L]�8I\ZQUWQVM�8IZQ[��0Q[���� �[PWZ\�ÅTU�E’ville�PI[�JMMV�XZM[MV\ML�I\�UWZM�\PIV����NM[\Q^IT[�
around the world, winning several awards, including the Sharjah Art Foundation Residency 
8ZQbM�I\�\PM����!�>QLMWJZI[QT�*QMVVQIT�IVL�*M[\�;PWZ\�,WK]UMV\IZa�I\�\PM����!�:_IVLI�
.QTU�.M[\Q^IT��/ZIVL�R]Za�XZQbM�;\�4W]Q[�.QTU�.M[\Q^IT��;uVuOIT�

Georges Senga
*WZV�QV��! ��QV�4]J]UJI[PQ��/MWZOM[�;MVOI¼[�XPW\WOZIXPQK�ZM[MIZKP�Q[�KWVKMV\ZI\ML�
around history and the stories revealed in “memory, identity and tradition”, shedding light 
WV�W]Z�IK\QWV[�IVL�\PM�XZM[MV\��1V����!�PM�_WV�\PM�[XMKQIT�XZQbM�I\�\PM�[MKWVL�MLQ\QWV�WN �
\PM�)NZQKIV�8PW\W�+WV\M[\�QV�<IZQNI��;XIQV�IVL�M`PQJQ\ML�PQ[�_WZS�I\�\PM�.ZMVKP�+]T\]ZIT�
Centre in Lubumbashi. In 2010, the series Empreintes was selected by curator Simon Djami 
for the Lubumbashi Biennial. The following year, this series was also presented in Tarifa, 
6IQZWJQ�IVL�*IUISW��.ZWU������\W�������/MWZOM[�XIZ\QKQXI\ML�QV�\PM�¹5I[\MZ�+TI[[º�
XZWOZIUUM�WZOIVQ[ML�Ja�\PM�/WM\PM�1V[\Q\]\M�QV�2WPIVVM[J]ZO�QV�[M^MZIT�)NZQKIV�KQ\QM[��Une 
vie après la mort�WV�8I\ZQKM�4]U]UJI�_I[�M`PQJQ\ML�I\�\PM�,QITWO]M[�WN �\PM�+WV\MUXWZIZa�
)Z\�/ITTMZa�WN �\PM�6I\QWVIT�5][M]U�WN �4]J]UJI[PQ�QV�������\PM�3IUXITI�*QMVVQIT��\PM�
),,1;�807<7.-;<�QV�������\PM�*:);;�+]T\]ZIT�+MV\ZM�QV�*Z][[MT[�IVL�\PM�*IUISW�
Biennial where it won the Leon African Award in 2015. From 2015 to 2017, Senga creates 
another new series Cette maison n’est pas à vendre et à vendre between Lubumbashi in DR Congo 
IVL�;IW�8I]TW�QV�*ZIbQT��,]ZQVO�PQ[�KIZMMZ��;MVOI�PI[�ZMKMQ^ML�^IZQW][�I_IZL[�QVKT]LQVO"�
\PM�<PIUQM�5VaMTM�8ZQbM��6M\PMZTIVL[�����!���,MUW+ZI[MM��*IUISW�*QMVVITM��5ITQ��������
+)8�8:1B-���1V\MZVI\QWVIT�+WV\MUXWZIZa�)NZQKIV�8PW\WOZIXPa�)_IZL�NZWU�1).�*I[MT�
�;_Q\bMZTIVL���������;),+�:M[MIZKP�:M[QLMVKa�8ZWPMT^MT\QI��;W]\P�)NZQKI���������;XMKQIT�
5MV\QWV��807<7).:1+)��;XIQV�����!���.ZWU�2IV]IZa������\W�.MJZ]IZa�������/MWZOM[�
Senga has held numerous residencies in Belgium, Germany and the Netherlands and in 
����������PM�_I[�[MTMK\ML�NWZ�\PM�>QTTI�5uLQKQ[���)KILuUQM�LM�.ZIVKM�ZM[QLMVKa�QV�:WUM��

Pamela Tulizo
*WZV�QV��!!��QV�*]SI^]��8IUMTI�<]TQbW�Q[�I�LWK]UMV\IZa�XPW\WOZIXPMZ�IVL�IZ\Q[\�JI[ML�
QV�/WUI��)N\MZ�QVQ\QITTa�[\]LaQVO�RW]ZVITQ[U��8IUMTI�I\\MVLML�I�ZM[QLMVKa�I\�\PM�5IZSM\�
8PW\W�?WZS[PWX�XPW\WOZIXPa�[KPWWT�QV�2WPIVVM[J]ZO��;W]\P�)NZQKI�QV����!��0MZ�_WZS�
XZQUIZQTa�NWK][M[�WV�M`XZM[[QWV[�WN �NMUITM�QLMV\Q\a��0MZ�ZMKMV\�[MZQM[�\Q\TML�Double Identitè, 
_WV�\PM������,QWZ�8PW\WOZIXPa���>Q[]IT�)Z\[�)_IZL�NWZ�AW]VO�<ITMV\[��<PZW]OP�UMM-
\QVO�WVM�WN �\PM�XPW\WOZIXPMZ[�IK\Q^M�QV�/WUI��5IZ\QV�4]SWVOW��8IUMTI�TMIZVML�QVQ\QIT�
JI[QK�XPW\WOZIXPQK�\MKPVQY]M[��IVL�IN\MZ�UWV\P[�WN �[MTN�\I]OP\�IZ\Q[\QK�XZIK\QKM��8IUMTI�
XIZ\QKQXI\ML�QV�XPW\WOZIXPa�\ZIQVQVO�[M[[QWV[�_Q\P�AWTM�)NZQKI�QV�/WUI��QV�;MVMOIT�_Q\P�
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